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ABSTRACT
Examination has been made of the factors
which influence solar cell performance at low
temperatures under low illumination intensity.
The causes of deficient operational performance
have beenidenti1" d. Corrective measures have
been developed output maximization for -135C
operationundc /26 solar constant illumination
is in progress.
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SECTION 1
INTRODUCTION
Conventionally fabricated solar cells of present designs represent the
end products of extensive development to optimize output performance and stability
for Earth vicinity utilization. It has been observed that at reduced operational
temperatures and illumination intensities such as those to be experienced on a
Jupiter mission, conventional cells exhibit inconsistent, often inferior, perform-
ance. It has been the purpose of the program effort described in this report to
identify and analyze the mechanisms responsible for the observed inferior per-
formance, to examine the optimization of cell parameters for low temperature/
low intensity operation and to define those considerations which remain to be ex-
amined and which will limit performance of the optimized cell on extreme envi-
ronment missions.
Two fundamental design deficiencies of the conventional 10 ohm-cm
N/P cell have been determined to be responsible for observed inadequate cell
performance at low temperature under low illumination intensity. Loss at low
temperature of cell forward voltage has been demonstrated to be the consequence
of Schottky barrier rectification at the back contact, and the 'flat spot' or 'double
slope' loss of fill factor has been identified as being the result of excessive sur-
face channel conduction along the cell edge. Analysis has been made of the phe-
nomena involved and corrective measures have been determined.
Elimination of the fundamental rectifying contact and excessive surface
conduction problems assures high cell performance under low temperature/in-
tensity operation. Existing high-efficiency solar cell designs when modified to
correct operational deficiencies already exhibit near-optimum low temperature/
illumination performance. The additional efficiency improvements which can be
achieved are small and in general can involve variation of the same fabrication
parameters which are to be defined by the corrective measures necessary to
assure absence of basic operation deficiencies. Optimization is therefore being
approached with emphasis on assurance of deficiency-free operation and output
maximization after this assurance has been achieved.
A number of acceptable cell designs have been developed. However,
it has become apparent that meaningful optimization must also include consider-
ation of the effects at low temperature of ionizing particle irradiation of the cell.
At present, due to the absence of experimental data, it is impassible to predict
the rate of power output degradation in cells operating under r aduced tempera-
ture in a radiation environment. A strong dependence upon de Sign parameters
and the temperature and illumination intensity parameters of t;ie environment is
anticipated. A laboratory irradiation study program has been formulated which
will be conducted to provide the information required to allow meaningful speci-
fication to be made of optimized cell design. This work is now in progress.
SECTION 2
SOLAR CELL OPERATIONAL DEFICIENCIES UNDER LOW
TEMPERATURE/LOW ILLUMINATION INTENSITY
2.1
	 Contact Rectification Problem
The electrical contacts to a solar cell are required to be ohmic. Rec-
tification by a non-ohmic contact results in voltage expenditure across the contact
rather than across the load and reduces usable power output. The standard Ti/Ag
contact used on conventionally fabricated N/P cells is reliable at normal temper-
atures but is capable of resulting in low temperature Schottky barrier rectifica-
tion at the cell back surface.
When a metal is brought into intimate contact with a semiconductor,
the Fermi level must remain constant across the interface. Because the metal
and semiconductor have different work functions, the valence and conduction
band edges in the semiconductor must bend through space charge formation near
the interface in order for Fermi level matching to occur. The band bending oc-
curs in such a manner that it retards the flow of majority carriers into the metal
thereby forming the 'Schottky barrier'.
The width of the Schottky barrier space charge region is inversely
proportional to the square root of dopant density in the semiconductor. When
the semiconductor doping is very heavy, the space-charge layer width is so thin
that field emission is able to occur, i.e.,  the carriers easily tunnel through the
barrier. In this situation the contact - semiconductor interface is ohmic and no
barrier is experimentally observed. When the semiconductor is lightly doped,
the space-charge layer width is thick and the only means of carrier transport at
the interface is by thermionic emission over the barrier.
In the case of the silicon solar cell, the front surface layer is so
highly doped, generally to a density approaching the solid solubility limit of the
dopant in silicon, than an ohmic contact to the layer is assured. However, dopant
density in the base region is necessarily several orders of magnitude lower than
than of the surface layer, a thick barrier space-charge layer results at the back
contact interface and non-ohmic behavior occurs. The equivalent circuit of the
cell junction and back contact barri , . is as shown below:
IL
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When the cell is illuminated, both the N + P junction and the Schottky
junction are forward biased. The load current flows through the Schottky junc-
tion, while the remainder of the light-generated current IL flows through the
N + P junction. The open-circuit voltage and short-circuit current output of the
cell are thus unaffected by the presence of the Schottky junction. However, when
load current is drawn from the cell, the voltage output of the cell is reduced by
the voltage drop across the Schottky junction. The efficiency and fill factor of
the cell is therefore reduced, due to this loss of output voltage under load.
The standard Ti/Ag contact is formed by evaporation of a thin layer
of titanium and then a thicker layer of silver. In some cases a sintering at tem-
peratures below the Ti-Si eutectic point is also employed. The barrier height
of the titanium to p-silicon interface at the back contact is 0.60 volt( 1 ). At 300 °K,
the Fermi level for 10 ohm-cm p-type silicon is approximately 0. 30 eV above the
valence band so that the potential barrier for hole diffusion towards the metal
contact is 0.60-0.30 = 0.30 volt, or 11.6 kT/e. At 138 °K, the Fermi level is
0.08 eV from the valence band and, neglecting the slight temperature dependence
of barrier height, potential barrier for holes is 0.52 volt or 43.7 kT/e.
The characteristics of the Schottky barrier are described by the follow-
ing equations:(1)
J = Js 
I 
exp (eV/kT)-11
	(1)
* 2
Js = 41Tm 3 
k T 2 exp (-e^B/kT)	 (2)
h
where:
J s = Schottky barrier saturation current density
J = Majority carrier Schottky barrier current density
m = Majority carrier effective mass
e = electron charge
k = Boltzmann 's constant
h = Planck's constant
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T = absolute temperature
O B = barrier height under zero bias
V = aplied forward voltage
Using equations (1) and (2) and parameter values of 10 ohm-cm p-type silicon,
the saturation current densities and forward voltage drops of Table I are calcu-
lated. Cell short-circuit current densities of 0.27 mA cm ^ at 300 OK and
mW cm
0.23 m`^ m
 . at 140'K have been assumed for AMO spectral illumination.
mW cm
The tabulated values of barrier voltage loss can be considered somewhat high
because the calculations performed neglect current flow carried through recom-
bination centers at the Ti-Si interface which is characterized by high recombin-
ation velocity. However it is clear that while the barrier effect upon cell per-
formance is negligible at room temperature, a serious performance degradation
can be expected at 140 °K.
Elimination of the baricier rectification problem is accomplished
through introduction of a heavily doped region immediately below the back con-
tact metallization. The barrier then formed between the P+ material and the
contact metallization will be sufficiently thin for effective tunneling to occur.
Minimum surface do ant concentration of approximately 10 18 cm- 3 is required.
In the case of the N/P cell the P-P +
 layer required can be produced by diffusion,
implantation, or evaporation and alloying of aluminum into the cell back surface
prior to application of the Ti/Ag contact. The aluminum alloy technique has
long been a standard IPC procedure and no evidence of barrier rectification has
been observed in cells fabricated in this manner. Use of the thin alloyed alum-
inum cell base to contact interface not only eliminates the barrier problem but
also provides reflection capability for long wavelength photons and thus effec-
tively increases cell thickness slightly.
The back contact Schottky barrier effect is often observed in conven-
tionally fabricated cells without the heavily doped layer under low temperature
operation. Typical low temperature 26 solar constant illuminated I-V output
characteristics of cells exhibiting the barrier effect and barrier-free operation
are shown in Figure 1. The observed forward voltage loss due to presence of
the Schottky barrier i g seen to be compatible with the prediction made in the
analysis above. The cell with barrier stows a 'tail' and open -circuit voltage
which approaches that of the barrier - free cell because at zero current there
can be no voltage lose; at the barrier.
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Table I. Calculated Barrier Voltage Losses
in 10 ohm-cm N/P Cell
_---7 --_	 I
Saturation
Current Forward Voltage Drop Across Barrier-
Density Js Under 140 mW/cm2
	Under 5.4 mW/cm2
Temperature A cm- 2 volt	 volt
300 OK 5 0.0002 0.00001
140 OK 10-13 0.32 0.23
5
L	 ^.
1
1-5089
5
4	 Cell with Schottky
Barrier Back Contact	 Good
Cell
3
TEST CONDITIONS
-135 C
2	 5 mW/cm2
 AMO
1
0
0	 0.2	 0.4	 0.6
	 0.8
	 1.0
V (volt.)
Figure 1.	 Illuminated I-V Characteristics of a Good Cell and a
Cell with Rectifying Rear Contact.
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In order to confirm the presence of Schottky barrier formation in cell
back contact surfaces prepared without precaution to eliminate the barrier avid
to demonstrate validity of the elimination procedures, a number of experimental
tests have been performed. In the first of these tests, barrier characteristics
were shown to occur in the absence of the P + sublayer and to be missing when
P+ region was utilized. First. in order to confirm fabrication of ohmic aluminum
contacts, two aluminum stripes were evaporated onto a 10 ohm-cm p-silicon
blank in the configuration shown below and alloyed-in at 600 'C.
loci-cm
p-type
Si
The I-V relationship between these two stripes was measured at 300'K and 77 'K
and found to be linear in both cases thereby indicating ohmic contact to the silicon.
Two 10 ohm-cm p-type silicon wafers were then prepared with Ti/Ag contacts:
the first with Ti/Ag alone and the second with alloyed aluminum below the Ti/Ag.
Contact mesas were then formed by masking small areas with KTFR, removing
all ether contact metallization and then etching the silicon surface ir. C134 to re-
duce surface recombination velocity. An aluminum stripe was deposited and
fired at 600 °C to result in wafer configurations as shown below:
I-V measurements were made between the aluminum stripe and the mesa con-
tacts of each wafer. The resulting curves at 300 OK and 77 °K from the slice
without alloyed-in aluminum below the Ti/Ag contact mesas are shown in Figure
2a. Linear behavior was seen to result at room temperature but at 77 OK rectifi-
cation with turn-on voltage of 0.5 volt was observed. Equivalent I-V curves
from the second slice with alloyed aluminum below the Ti/Ag are shown in Figure
2b and at both 300 °K and 77 °K the curves were linear indicating ohmic contact
behavior. These results confirm prediction.
.1 i%Ag mesas
etched silicon
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Figure 2.	 Contact Test I-V Characteristics.
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As the standard IPC cell employs the alloyed aluminum layer and does
therefore not exhibit the Schottky barrier problen;. at low temperatures, a group
of study cells was fabricated without the alloyed P +
 region. As fabricated these
cells were found to exhibit varying but generaily only slight barrier rectification
effects. Conventionally fabricated cells from other manufacturers have been
reported to also exhibit inconsistent barrier effects. The barrier can be antici-
pated to be present on any cell produced without the P +
 interface layer and in-
vestigation has been conducted to explain the inconsistency of observance of the
effect.
Several of the IPC cells which had been fabricated without alloyed
aluminum in order to produce the barrier presence and which failed to exhibit
non-ohmic effects at low temperature were masked such that only their edge
surfaces were exposed. The edges were then etched in CP4 to reduce surface
recombination velocity. I-V characteristics were then remeasured and rectifica-
tion was observed in every case. The cell edges were then lapped with one
micron grit and I-V data were again recorded. Rectification effects were no
longer observable. Results from a typical cell are shown in Figure 3.
The results observed are due to edge leakage. IPC cells are fabricated
with an edge formed by scribing and breaking. The mechanically damaged sur-
face supports current leakage along the edge which is able to reach the back con-
tact without crossing the Schottky barrier. Thus the barrier effects are masked.
Etching of the edge removes the mechanical damage, reduces the leakage and
causes the barrier effect to become observable as carrier flow becomes required
to take place over the barrier. Subsequent edge lapping reinstates the damage
and the leakage path and restores initial characteristics. While commercially
available cells in general have etched edge surfaces it is believed that these cells
probably exhibit some edge leakage which could contribute to inconsistency of
barrier effects at low temperatures.
The degree of barrier rectification resulting at the semiconductor-
contact interface is known to be dependent upon surface preparation of the semi-
conductor prior to application of the metallization. Mechanical damage at the
surface results in the presence of imperfection states which can allow carriers
to 'leak' through the barrier rather than over i'. The back surface of the com-
mercial solar cell is characterized by a high degree of imperfection. This
imperfection and variation of its degree combined with possible edge leakage
effects are considered to be responsible for the variations in barrier presence
observed in commercially available cells.
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DAfter Fabrication
(Initial)
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I
	 77'K
0
	 0.2
	 0.4
	 0.6
	
0.8
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Figure 3.	 The Effect of Edge Damage on a Cell with
Rectifying Contact.
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2.2
	 Surface Channel Conduction
Surface leakage effects tending to mask the presence of a rectifying
back contact were described above under Section 2.1. Another surface-related
current flow phenomenon has been identified as responsible for the second of
the performance deficiencies of the conventionally fabricated cell, the 'flat spot'
or 'double slope' loss of illuminated I-V characteristic form factor at reduced
temperature and illumination.
The dark and illuminated I-V characteristics of a cell exhibiting double
slope problem behavior compared to those of a high performance cell are shown
in Figure 4. It is interesting to note that the cell of Figure 3 showing Schottky
barrier back contact also exhibited the flat spot problem. Masking of a barrier
effect has been shown to be possible because of the presence near the back con-
tact of conducting imperfection states along the cell edge. The flat spot problem
has been found to be a consequence of high density of surface states along the
edge surface from the front layer to the vicinity of the back contact.
At the surface of a semiconductor crystal the perfection of the lattice
structure is necessarily lost. A number of mechanisms are available which re-
sult ire the formation of 'surface states' which can themselves support carrier
conduction or which can induce a conductive channel in the adjacent bulk material.
Early studies of electronic states on silicon surfaces utilized surfaces
prepared by chemical etching. These studies produced generally inconsistent
and non-reproducible results, indicating that the surface effects were dominated
by impurities or crystalline defects characteristic of the mode of preparation of
the surface. A substantial step forward occurred when interest shifted to studies
of thermally oxidized surfaces, beginning about 1960. It was found that if oxide
films of about 0.1 micron or more were formed under ultra-clean conditions, by
oxidation in oxygen or water vapor at high temperatures, the electrical charac-
teristics of the resulting silicon-oxide interface were stable and reproducible.
Most of our present knowledge of the physics of silicon surfaces is derived from
these studies. Obviously, the data from the later studies cannot be applied quan-
titatively to the problem of determining the electronic configuration at the cell
sil rfaces . However, some physical insight into the problem can be gained by
reviewing the simpler and better understood physical model of the silicon-oxide
interface. (2)
The term 'surface states' is rather vague. Very early in the develop-
ment of semiconductor theory, it was predicted by Tamm and Shockley that the
disruption of periodicity of the crystalline lattice of a semiconductor, at the sur-
face, should give rise to a set of localized electronic states approximately equal
in number to the number of surface atoms (about 10 15 cm- 2 ). These 'surface
states' would be similar to the electronic states which make up the valence and
conduction bands in the bulk. Such states are never observed on surfaces pre-
pared in a conventional manner, and it is not clear whether they have been ob-
served on ultra-clean surfaces prepared in ultra-high vacuum.
D
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Figure 4.	 Low Temperature Dark and Illuminated I-V
Characteristics of Good and 'Flat: Spot' Cells.
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On thermally oxidized surfaces, it is observed that a certain amount
of electrical charge exists in the oxide. This charge perturbs the charge dis-
tribution in the silicon adjacent to the interface, so that in a thin surface region
the carrier concentrations may differ substantially from equilibrium levels in
the bulk. The deviation in carrier concentration may be sensed as a change in
conductivity near the surface, or as a change in the capacitance-voltage charac-
teristic of the MOS capacitor formed by depositing a metal electrode on the oxide
surface.
A part of the total charge is 'fixed'; that is, there; is no interaction with
electrons from the bulk leading to a change in the amount o.'I charge. The fixed
charge appears to result primarily from ions in the oxide, predominantly sodium
ions. Additional fixed charge can be produced by particle ,rradiation, suggesting
that structural defects in the oxide can also be charged. Deliberately contaminated
oxides exhibit ionic charge densities in excess of 10 13 electronic charges/cm2.
Oxides prepared under ultra-clean conditions, free of sodium contamination, have
fixed surface charge densities in the range of 0.5 to 10 x 10 11 cm- 2 , depending on
the oxidation process and the crystalline orientation of the surface. This residual
fixed charge has been attributed to excess silicon ions near the silicon-oxide in-
erface. (3
The remaining part of the total charge can vary through electronic in-
teraction with the semiconductor. The occupancy of these states can be changed
by changing the position of the band edges relative to the 'Fermi level at the sur-
face; for example, by changing the potential applied to an MOS capacitor. The
time constant for electron transfer between the 'surface state  and the bulk will
depend very strongly on the distance between the state and the oxide-silicon in-
terface, since the transfer is assumed to occur by tunneling. It has been shown
that a uniform distribution of states in the oxide will result in a distribution of
time constants which will in turn result in a 1/f noise spectrum, as observed. (4)
In summary, thermally oxidized surfaces are found to exhibit electrical
effects which can be explained on the basis of two types of charge states:
(1) Fixed charge, resulting primarily from ions (especially sodium)
in the oxide, giving rise to changes in surface potential (band
bending) in the silicon near the surface.
(2) Trapping states near the oxide-silicon interface, giving rise to
low-frequency noise.
On silicon surfaces unprotected by a thermal oxide, a very thin surface
oxide layer (20 to 60 A thick) grows essentially instantly by reaction with air.
The surface effects measured on such. surfaces are ustudly discussed in terms
of 'fast' and 'slow' states. The 'fast' states are essentially the same as the trap-
ping states near the silicon-oxide interface, although the measured densities are
usually higher.
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The 'slow' states probably arise from ions absorbed on the oxide layer.
Because the surface oxide is so thin, electron tunneling through the oxide is pos-
sible and therefore the charge density in the slow states can be changed by inter-
action with the bulk. The absorbed ions also can drift along the surface under
the influence of an electric field parallel to the surface, such as the fringing field
of a PN junction. As a result, the slow state charge density is not. stable, but
varies with time, ambient conditions (e.g., humidity), and applied field. As in
the case of thermally oxidized surfaces, the slow state charge is usually positive,
although negative charge can be induced in some ambients, or by application of
a suitable electric field.
When the surface charge is of the proper polarity (e.g., a positive
charge on the surface of P-type material), electrical effects occur which are
significant in the analysis of solar cell I-V characteristics. Small values of
surface charge density repel holes from the surface, creating a space-charge
region depleted of mobile charge carriers, similar to the depletion region which
exists at a PN junction.
When the oxide surface region is present on high resistivity p-type
silicon, an inversion layer with N-type conductivity is induced in the vicinity of
the silicon surface. The causes for this inversion are two-fold: (1) the positive
nature of the fast and/or slow surface state charges attracts the minority elec-
trons from the silicon bulk to near the surface region and (2) the density of posi-
tive surface states is greater than the majority carrier density in the bulk. For
the 10 ohm-cm P-type base silicon, a surface state density Nss of only 03 x 1010
cm- 2 is sufficient to create the inversion layer.(5)
Examination of 10n-cm N/P cells (IPC) which exhibit good -1359C,
5 mW/cm 2 output efficiency has shown that these cells at low temperatures have
edge channel resistances RCH typically in the range 1000 - 2000n . The asso-
ciated sheet- resistance of the channel is then
(cell perimeter)
Rsheet - R CH	 cell thickness)
2 -4 x 105 Q/ q
This value corresponds to roughly 3 x 10 12 fixed charges per square centimeter
of surface, a value roughly of an order of magnitude higher than the lowest values
attainable on oxidized surfaces of high perfection, but quite consistent with the
values to be expected on an unprotected, mechanically damaged surface. It is
clear that the sheet resistance of the edge channel at low temperature cannot be
less than approximately 1 x 10 5 ohms/0 if performance degradation is to be
avoided.
The 'flat spot' effect upon cell performance at low temperature and
illumination as a result of excessive surface channel conduction was illustrated
in Figure 4. Two cells, C-9 and A-5, exhibiting identical room temperature
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dark I-V and illuminated output characteristics are seen to demonstrate dissim-
ilar performance at 85 °K. Cell A-5 is representative of those cells showing
problem-free, high efficiency low temperature/illumination performance while
C-5 is a typical 'flat spot' problem cell. At 85 °K excessive forward current of
cell C-5 as a result of high channel conductance is ob.erved at voltages below
those at which diffusion current dominates the I-V characteristics.
All conventional N/P cells, even those with excellent -135 °C, 5 mW/cm2
output, have edge surface states and surface channel inversion. Surface conduc-
tion can explain the fact that at low forward voltages, cell dark forward charac-
teristics often display A-factor dependence apparently greater than 2, the maxi-
mum which can be attributed to junction generation-recombination current. At
room temperature, edge channel current is much smaller than generation-
recombination or diffusion currents and has no significant effect upon perfor-
mance. As temperature is reduced, generation-recombination and diffusion
currents decrease rapidly until at low temperatures it is the channel conduction
component which dominates the I-V characteristic except at high forward voltage.
Even so, channel currents in 'good' cells at low temperatures are sufficiently
small that load current losses remain negligible until forward voltage approaches
Voc which remains limited by diffusion current. Only when channel conduction
becomes excessively large (as in the case of cell C-9 of Figure 4) does low tem-
perature output degradation result.
As will be discussed under Section 2.4 the double slope problem has
also been observed(6) on P/N cells. The edge conduction channel in this case is
not an inversion layer but rather is a low resistivity N+ accumulation layer.
The double slope problem is characterized by a current loss which
does not initiate until a forward voltage of about 0.4 volt is reached. The N/ P
cell inversion channel is in series with a diode formed in the vicinity of the back
contact. This diode, always biased in the same direction as the cell junction,
is created in one of two ways:
(1) if thy: cell has no P+ layer below the back contact, the diode will
be an n-type silicon to metal Schottky barrier at the interface of
the inversion layer and the contact
(2) if a heavily doped P+ layer is present below the metallization,
inversion of the P + layer cannot occur and a PN junction is
formed between the inversion channel and the P + layer.
Under cell dark forward bias or illuminated operation, the diode in
series with the conduction channel is forward-biased but does not 'turn-on'
until the voltage across it becomes of the order of 0.4 volt. At this voltage the
double slope begins.
15
V2.3
	 Structure of the Solar Cell
The functiowtl characteristics of the solar cell are dependent upon the
bulk and edge region parameters. The general elements of the N/P cell can be
separated into body and Edge components:
Body:
(i) The PN junction diode
(ii) A junction defect shunt resistance RJD in parallel with the PNjunction.
(iii) A P-silicon/metal Schottky-type barrier in series with the PN
junction at the base to back contact interface when this interface
is non-ohmic.
Edge:
(iv) A resistance RCH associated with surface inversion channel
conduction.
(v) An N-silicon/metal Schottky-type barrier at the interface of
the inversion channel with the back contact or an NP +
 junction
if a P+
 layer is used under the metallization.
The physical structure of the cell is indicated in Figure 5a, and the electrical
equivalent circuit is given in Figure 5b.
The effects of the equivalent circuit; elements upon cell performance
are strongly dependent upon fabrication parameters and operational temperature.
Fundamental performance deficiencies at low temperature and low illumination
intensity are the result of the presence of the P-silicon/metal Schottky barrier
at the back contact or of low surface channel resistance. The Schottky barrier
loss of output voltage at low temperature is readily eliminated through use of a
heavily doped P+
 region below the contact. Prevention of 'double-slope' loss
of fill factor due to excessive edge conduction is accomplished through control
of edge characteristics to insure high channe). resistance. Junction defect shunt
resistance is required to be high to avoid a 'soft' characteristic and poor fill
factor.
An edge channel resistance greater than 500 ohms does not have
appreciable deleterious effect upon performance of a cell operating at room
16
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Figure 5a.	 Physical Structure of the Solar Cell.
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temperature under one solar constant illumination. However, channel charac-
teristics are dependent upon fabrication parameters and if RCH falls below
approximately 500 ohms under low temperature, low illumination conditions,
the 'double slope' or 'flat spot' performance deficiency results. The double
slope begins at approximately 400 mV forward voltage because the surface
channel does not become conductive until the N-silicon/metal Schottky barrier
at the channel to contact interface turns on at approximately this voltage.
The auncVoi, defect shunt resistance RJD is in general sufficiently
great to be of no appreciable importance to the illuminated output performance
of the cell. However, under certain circumstances, for instance in the case of
penetrating front contact metallization, a low R JD resistance can occur which
may result in an illuminated I-V characteristic which exhibits unacceptable loss
of output current with increasing voltage beginning at V = 0. The resulting
'soft' characteristic exhibits poor fill factor and less than optimum cell effi-
ciency.
2.4
	 Solar Cell Performance and Interpretation of the Dark Forward I-V
Characteristic
Performance of a specific solar cell, particularly under reduced tem-
perature, low illumination intensity operation, is strongly dependent upon tho
nature of the back contact and the character of its surface conduction. Ohinic
contact to the base of the N/P c Al is easily ach .eved but it is absolutely essen-
tial that this provision be made in the fabrication process. Edge conduction is
always present and the measures required to imsure that it does not become
sufficiently high to appreciably degrade -135 °C, 5 mW/cm2
 operation are more
subtle. In order to understand and eliminate deft, -,ant performance it is neces-
sary to recognize the influence upon cell operation of the individual elements of
structure shown in Figure 5.
Identification and explanation of cell operational characteristics under
low temperature/intensity conditions has been fount' to be most effectively ac-
complished through study of the dark forward I-V ch-tracteristics of cells with
specif; c illuminated output performance. For convenience, comparison has
generally been made of the characteristics measured ;A room temperature and
at 85 °K, the lowest temperature achieved at the cell plane of the IPC temperature-
test chamber. After examination of the dark I-V charac^eristics of a large num-
ber of cells, it has been found to be possible to classify e4ch into one of four
categories, each category representing specific low temperature/intensity c.itput
performance and a correlated dark forward I-V behavior. The y dark forward
characteristic of each of these groups is predicted and explained by the equivalent
circuit model given previously in Figure 5b. The four categories are identified
according to output character under Jupiter intensity/temperature envirortrnent:
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(i) 'ideal' high performance
(ii) 'double slope' problem performance
(iii) soft fill factor moderate performance
(iv) rectifying contact problem performance.
Each category is described in detail below:
(i) The High Performance Cell
Cells in this group exhibit absence of basic performance defi-
ciency, have good fill factors and Jupiter condition efficiency of approximately
15%. The typical low temperature dark forward In I vs V characteristic for this
group is that of Figure 6. This characteristic is distinguished by two distinct
'humps' prior to onset of rapid current increase at approximately 0.9 volt. The
first of these humps begins at essentially zero forward voltage and is associated
with currents generally of several microamps at a few hundred millivolts. The
second hump initiates at approximately 0.4 volt and, in the case of the good cell
involves currents under 1 mA at forward voltages to beyond 0.8 volt (at 85 'K).
The 'hump' may not be detectable on a very good cell with very low edge conduc-
tion.
The equivalent circuit at this cell group iE shown in the insert
of Figure 7. The first hump in this In I vs V ch aracteristic is due to current
flow through the junction defect shunt resistance RJD which parallels the PN
junction. This cell has no base to back contact Schottky-barrier to block current
flow through RJD and the current initiates at lowest applied voltage. Typically
RJD for the good cell can be of the order of 100 KO. Current flow through the
edge inversion channel is extremely low because of the blocking action of the
forward-biased Schottky-barrier interface between the inversion channel and the
back contact until the barrier turns on at approximately 0.4 volt. When the
turn-on occurs, edge-conduction limited by channel resistance RCg, dominates
the in I vs V characteristic until the PN junction diffusion current component
takes over at approximately 0.9 volt. The channel resistance RCg in the good
cell is at least 500 ohms at 85'K, and can be only slightly lower at 135 °K. At
voltages beyond 0.9 volt the diffusion current of the turned-on junction rises
exponentially until series resistance Rs effects become noticeable at slightly
below 100 mA. The generation-recombination component of junction current at
forward voltages below 0.9 volt is smaller than the shunting current components
t;	 at low temperature and is not specifically observed.
(ii) The 'Double Slope' Problem Cell
Cells in the group exhibit good short-circuit current and open-
circuit voltage output at -135 °C, 5 mW/cm_ 2 but show characteristic 'flat spot'
corner cropping of the output I-V characteristic and consequently have efficiencies
considerably less than 157o. The typical In I vs V dark characteristic at 85 °K
of this group is shown in Figure 7.
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The In I vs V characteristic of a cell with double slope problem
is identical to that of the good cell except that the second hump beginning at
approximately 0.4 volt is associated with currents which exceed 1 mA at voltage
below 0.8 volt. The equivalent circuit and operational characteristics of this
cell are the same as those of ibe good cell except that the edge channel resistance
RCH is less than 500 ohms, typically about 200 ohms and when the edge blocking
Schottky-barrier at the channel to metal interface turns on, the current flow
through the channel is sufficient to degrade low illumination output performance.
As degree of edge conduction is associated with edge condition,
re-preparation of the edge should modify edge conduction current. Typical
'good' cells were masked to leave only edges exposed and were treated with
6-1-1 (HNO3, HF, CH3COOH) or HF etch solutions followed by immersion in
boiling water. In each case variation of the 85 °K dark I-V edge conduction hump
was observed while the remainder of the characteristics were essentially un-
changed. Edge conduction current was found to increase as well as decrease.
A typical result is shown. in Figure 8. As no 'double slope' N/P cells were
available at the time of this test, confirmation of the possibility of removal of
the N/P cell double slope problem, although expected, has not yet been com-
pleted.
The double slope problem has also been observed (6) with P/N
cells. As with the N/P cell, excessive edge conduction is responsible and can
be corrected. A P/N cell with this deficiency supplied to IPC by Ames Research
Center was subjected to a series of edge etch cycles similar to those applied to
the N/P cells. The characteristic edge conduction was substantially reduced.
Experimental data are shown in Figure 9.
(iii) The Low Fill Factor, Fair Performance Cell
Fill factor of the cell is influenced not only by the resistance
RCH of the edge channel which is responsible for double slope performance de-
scribed above but also by the value of the junction defect resistance, RJD-Generally RJD is of high value, does not influence output performance, and is
observed directly at low temperature only as the lowest voltage 'hump' on the
dark forward In I vs V characteristic. However, damaged junction structures
can be fabricated in which RJD is sufficiently low to degrade low temper ature,
low illumination output. The In I vs V dark characteristic of such a cell, in
this case a shallow junction cell with heavily sintered  aluminum contacts, is
shown in Figure 10. The 138K, 5 mlV/cm z output characteristic of the cell
is shown in Figure 11.
The In I vs V plot of Figure 10 indicates the RJD hump is asso-
ciated with a resistance of only 2000 ohms. Although this junction defect shunt
current initiates at lowest voltage as was the case with other cell types described,
the associated current is much greater and is sufficient to mask the edge channel
conduction component which begins at approximately 0.4 volt. Current flow
through RJD is itself sufficient to produce a weak output characteristic exhibiting
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low shunt resistance behavior. The equivalent circuit for this cell group is
shown in the insert of Figure 10 and is the same as that of previous groups ex-
cept that RJD is at low value.
(iv) The Rectifying Contact Problem Contact Cell
N/P cells which do not have a heavily doped P +
 layer below the
back contact metallization are susceptible to rectification voltage loss due to the
Schottky-barrier formed batween the P-type base and the metallization. The
barrier may or may not be effective in degrading low temperature output per-
formance depending upon preparation given the surface prior to contact deposi-
tion and upon degree of surface conduction which can occur around the barrier.
That is, although the barrier will always be present, the degree of its effect is
dependent upon other fabrication considerations.
The cell which exhibits contact rectification has the equivalent
circuit shown in the insert of Figure 12. It can be seen that the P-silicon/metal
barrier is forward biased by the PN junction output when the cell is under illumi-
nation. However when an external forward (junction bias) voltage is applied to
the cell, the barrier is reverse biased. For this reason, translation of the dark
forward characteristic into the illuminated output characteristic is not possible
in the case of the rectifying contact cell. This feature is unique to the cell group.
The typical In I vs V low temperature dark characteristic of the
rectifying contact cell is shown in Figure 12. Most prominant feature of this
characteristic is the absence of normal PN junction diffusion current conduction
above 0.9 volt. As explained in the previous paragraph, this is the result of the
reverse bias being applied to the barrier which is in series with the forward
biased junction and the junction shunt resistance RJD . The characteristic there-
fore continues at higher voltages to be dominated by conduction through the edge
channel. It is also interesting to note that in this case the current hump at lowest
forward voltage is missing because the barrier blocks current through RJD . The
low voltage current is smaller than that associated with any of the other previous
cell groups and represents the edge conduction before turn-on of the inversion
F	 layer to contact N-silicon/metal barrier.
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SECTION 3
CELL DESIGN
Experimental investigation of the program period covered by this
port has emphasized examination of the performance deficiencies discussed un-
der Section 2. The experimental work which has been directed towai d empirical
optimization of Jupiter encounter cell output has not resulted in substantial im-
provement of cell efficiency over the 15-16% level already achieved by a defi-
ciency-free conventially fabricated cell.
It is clear that a Jupiter mission cell will require only a minimized
contact configuration to support generated current under 1/26 solar constant
illumination and output will be increased in relation to the additional active area
made available. However, those parameters (base material type and resistivity,
junction depth) which might normally be considered most important to perform-
ance optimization are apparently to be to a large degree best defined by the re-
quirements for assured elimination of fundamental deficiencies and minimization
of performance degradation due to mission radiation environment. Performance
optimization should be reserved until this optimized performance stability has
been accomplished.
3.1	 Performance Stability - Elimination of Operational Deficiencies
As described under Section 2.4, factors which can result in less than
ideal low temperature/intensity output performance are (i) a rectifying back con-
tact, (ii) a low value of junction shunt resistance, (iii) excessive surface conduc-
tion.
The potential problem of the presence of a rectifying back contact is
easily eliminated without sacrifice of flexibility in ultimate cell design. Recti-
fication at the interface between contact metallization and lightly doped base
region silicon is avoided by introduction of heavy doping into the shallow layer
immediately adjacent to the contact. The doping can be produced by diffusion.
implantation or alloying and can be made effective for any cell structure chosen.
No performance loss will be incurred and in fact the use of alloyed aluminum for
the N/P cell results ir: a reflective, low-recombination contact which improves
long wavelength response.
Low junction shunt resistance also introduces only minor constraint
upon design of the cell. This junction shunt resistance which does not include
the surface shunt component is in general extremely high, typically of the order
of 105
 ohms, and is of no importance in the consideration of cell output perform-
ance. However, if through design fault or fabrication oversight sufficient junc-
tion damage results to reduce the junction shunt resistance to below 10 3 ohms,
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performance degradation will result. Thus, it is necessary that care be exer-
cised in the formation and preservation of the junction. A requirement is placed
upon the process employed for application of the front contact and to a degree
upon the contact material used. Aluminum contacted cells for example have
been found to be subject to low junction shunt resistance. particularly when non-
optimized sintering conditions are employed, A currently fabricated cell with
Ti/Ag contact:;, good junction qu,.lity and uniformity will not exhibit observable
illuminated output junction shunt loss.
Unlike the cases of contact rectification and low junction shunt resis-
tance, the correction of excessive surface conduction will necessitate major
consideration in cell design. The conventionally fabricated 10 S-cm N/P cell
generally exhibits low temperature surface channel resistance of approximately
500 ohms, which can be considered adequate for good Jupiter encounter cell
performance. However, decrease of this resistance to appreciably below 500
ohms results in the 'double slope' problem and as the surface resistance of a
specific cell is highly dependent upon the condition of its surfaces, absence of
the double slope deficiency can not be assured for a given conventional cell unless
low temperature forward I-V measurement (dark or illuminated) is made. In
addition, it can not be concluded that conventionally fabricated cell observed to
have acceptably low surfa ,_e conduction will, if stored in a non-inert atmosphere,
continue to exhibit similar behavior at some later date. For this reason, it is
essential that the cell designed for a low temperature
	 mission have
structure unable to support excessive surface conduction. A number of accept-
able designs are available. The best approach must be selected after considera-
tion of the relative radiation resistance and fabrication economics invo!ved.
Low Base Resistivity N/P Cell
Reduction of cell base resistivity results in suppression of inversion
layer formation. The higher impurity concentration requires that higher surface
charge density be present for inversion to occur. For example, a iiet positive
surface charge density ci 6 x 10 10 charges/cm2 is sufficient to induce surface
inversion on 10 ohm-cm P-type silicon while a surface density of 3 x 1011
charges/cm 2 is necessary to produce inversion of 1 ohm-cm p-type silicon.
When surface charge density is greater than that required for inversion, the
lower base resistivity cell will have a narrowei- inversion channel which will
consequently exhibit higher resistance.
While the N/P cell with low base resistivity, say 1 ohm-cm, should
not be susceptible to excessive surface channel conduction, its resistance to
radiation-induced degradation at low temperature may possibly be found to be
,_afficic) ,, sy inferior to that of thf 10 ohm-cm cell that its use can not be con-
sidered. Although at room temr erature the lower base resistivity cell is more
rapidly degraded by radiation, its higher operational voltage and initially higher
efficiency make it t,%e optimum choice for certain Faith orbit applications. How-
ever at low temperatures, cells at all practical base resistivities will exhibit
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similar, near maximum open circuit voltage and the lower resistivity cell will
therefore not enjoy an initial performance advantage.
N/P Cell with Etched and Passivated Edges
If the degree of surface charge accumulation on the cell edge can be
reduced. the inversion channel can be eliminated or at least dimensionally re-
duced to result in higher edge resistance: A number of treatments including
dichromate soak, immersion in boiling deionized water, hydrofluoric and soak,
etc., can produce low surface recombination velocities and surface conductivities
on both N- and P-type materials. The long term stability of such surfaces, if
left unprotected, is questionable. However, application of a layer of insulating
dielectric coating such as pyrolytically deposited silicon oxide or surface passi-
fier such as parylene can permanently preserve the desirable surface parameters.
Combination of proper surface preparation followed immediately by
application of passivation will assure a low surface condition 10 ohm-cm NIP
cell and should in fact allow effective utilization of base resistivity greater than
10 ohm-cm. In this case, the anticipated superior low temperature radiation
resistance of the higher base resistivity cell can be utilized.
The P/NN+
 Cell
In the absence of applied electric fields, the surface charges on the
solar cell edge are in general positive and primarily due to fixed ionic charge.
This positive charge is responsible for inversion of the surface layer of P-type
base of the normal 10 Ch--cm N/P cell. However if the cell base material is N-
type, i.e., a P/N cell, the presence of a positive surface charge will induce an
accumulation (N+) layer rather than an inversion layer. Absence of the conduct-
ing inversion channel down the cell edge should minimize surface conductance
and eliminate the double slope problem. For assured absence at low tempera-
ture of Schottky barrier effects at the back contact, a heavily doped N + region
produced by implantation or diffusion must of course be included.
The P/N cell exhibits room temperature radiation resistance inferior
to that of the N/P cell. Preliminary consideration of relative radiation resis-
tance at low temperatures suggested the possibility that under 140 °K operation
the P/N cell might offer radiation resistance equal or superior to that of the
N/P cell.. It is believed that experimental data now being obtained demonstrate
that this is not the case and the P/N cell remains inferior even at very low irra-
diation temperatures. If so, further consideration of the P/N cell is pointless.
Also, as reported under Section 2.4, the double slope problem has
in fact been observed in P/N cells. IPC has confirmed that excessive edge con-
duction is responsible and that adequate edge preparation will correct those cells
exhibiting the problem. However, the existence of such cells demonstrates that
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even though an inversion layer is not expected to form on an N-type base cell,
excessive edge conduction is in fact able to occur, possibly through the surface
states themselves. It is also not impossible that a negative surface charge
could have been formed in which case inversion could result. As the cells in-
volved were not fabricated by IPC and nothing is knows: of their process history,
it is impossible to determine the mechanism responsible. A planned fabrication
should eliminate the possibility of the problem, but the fact that demonstration
has been made of the existence of 'double slope' P/N cells and the P/N cell
apparently remains more radiation vulnerable than the N/P cell makes it an un-
likely choice for further effort.
Planar N/P Cell with Guard Ring
The edge inversion channel on the N/P cell is capable of reducing cell
output performance because it provides a current bypass around the junction
from the front N-layer to the back contact. Interruption of this path would elim-
inate the channel conduction even though most of the inversion layer remained.
A structure can be fabricated to produce the interruption required.
Normal surface charge densities are inadequate to cause inversion of
heavily doped P + material. If a P+
 region is, as shown in Figure 13, introduced
to surround the active PN junction region of an N/P cell, absence of inversion
in this P+ ring will interrupt the surface inversion channel and eliminate edge
conduction as desired. The guard ring can occupy a negligible fraction of the
cell surface. A passivating Si02 frame would have to be provided.
In actuality such a cell configuration is not technically or economically
attractive at this time. Because of possible charge buildup in the Si02 passiva-
tion layer anticipated radiation resistance is unknown. The processing sequence
for such a planar structure cou'.d not be economically competitive with conven-
tional cell fabrication.
3.2	 Output Performance Optimization
As has been discussed above, the optimization of solar cell output at
138'K under 5 mW/cm 2 AMO illumination must follow selection of design cri-
teria for assured performance stability and adequate radiation resistance.
Parameters which are to be decided by stability consideration include geomet-
rical configuration, edge preparation, back contact design, front contact appli-
cation process, base material type and to some extent resistivity, and to a cer-
tain degree the parameters of the junction itself. Although it would appear that
the constraints placed upon design will hamper optimization of output, it is
fortunately true that the parameters selected for stability reasons can also be
near-optimum choices for output maximization and high output can thereby be
assured.
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3.2.1	 The Influence of Reduced Temperature Upon Cell Output
In order to examine maximization of cell efficiency under Jupiter en-
counter conditions, it is necessary to identify the effect of temperature reduction
upon the generally measured output characteristics of the cell. While temper-
ature has strong influence upon most of the many parameters associated with
the semiconductor physics of the solar cell, macroscopically observed output
variation is most easily explained in terms of temperature influence only on
diffusion length, photon absorption coefficient and minority carrier concentra-
tion. Also in simplest terms, all cell output variation can be considered to be
change in short-circuit current or open-circuit voltage.
Short-Circuit Current
The short-circuit current from a solar cell is directly dependent upon
the mean probability of incident photons of energy greater than the silicon
bandgap energy being absorbed in electron-hole generation and the resulting
minority carriers diffusing to and crossing the junction. This probability is sen-
sitive to (i) the distribution of photon absorption through the cell depth and (ii)
diffusion length of minority carriers in the material between the point of gener-
ation and the junction. Dominant contribution to cell output under AMO illumina-
tion is from the base region and the effect of temperature variation is on the
base component alone.
Minority carriers created well within a diffusion length of the junction
have very high probability of being collected while collection efficiency decreases
rapidly for those carriers generated at distances equivalent to or greater than
one diffusion length. when cell temperature is reduced, the bandgap of silicon
increases from 1.09 eV at 300 °K to 1.18 eV at 77'K. The result is that a smaller
fraction of the incident solar energy is capable of producing hole-electron pairs.
Also, the effectiveness of recombination centers in the base increases with de-
creasing temperature, causing the minority cs;•rier diffusion length to decrease
as temperature is reduced with the net result that carriers created deeper in the
cell have even lower probability of reaching the junction than they had at room
temperature. Higher energy photons absorbed close to the junction produce
minority carriers which at low temperature have collection probability essen-
tially equal to that at room temperature. Consequently, the cell low temperature
spectral response curve as shown in Figure 14 remains unchanged at shorter
wavelengths but is appreciably reduced in the long wavelength portion of the cell
response spectrum. Short-circuit current of the typical 15 mil 10 0-cm N/P
cell operating under AMO illumination accordingly decreases about 14% as tem-
perature decreases from 300'Kto 138 °K.
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Open Circuit Voltage
As stated above, as temperature is reduced the bandgap in silicon
increases. Also, as temperature decreases, the number of thermally generated
electron- . hole pairs decreases. Majority carrier concentration which is domi-
nated by impurities is not significantly affected but minority carrier concentra-
tion decreases and as a result the Fermi level must move closer to the valence
(p-type) or conduction band (n-type) edge. As cell open-circuit voltage depends
upon the relative position of the Fermi level in the n- and p-regions of the cell,
both the bandgap increase and Fermi level shift closer to the band edge with
decreasing temperature contribute to higher open-circuit voltage. Open-circuit
voltage of the 10 n-cm N/P cell increases 65-90% depending upon illumination
level concerned (1 solar constant - 1/26 solar constant) as temperature is de-
creased from 300 °K to 140 °K.
3.2.2	 Design Considerations
(i) Base Material
Confirmation that only p-type base material can be considered
acceptable from radiation resistance viewpoint is anticipated. Selection of
resistivity of the p-type material to be utilized is dependent upon the configura-
tion of Section 3.1 determined to be most radiation resistant while simultan-
eously assured to be deficiency-free. As the first of the two most feasible con-
figurations specifies that 1 ohm-cm material be employed, selection of that
design would eliminate base resistivity as an optimization variable. However,
if the etched and passivated edge cell structure is found to be acceptable, a
range of resistivity could be considered.
At room temperature, the 1 0-cm base resistivity N/P cell offers
higher initial efficiency than cells of higher resistivity. Heavier doping of the
base material shifts the Fermi level toward the valence band edge to result in
an open-circuit voltage increase more than sufficient to compensate for the
simultaneous; short-circuit current decrease due to decreased diffusion length.
At sufficient' y reduced operational temperature, this will no longer be the case.
As the effect of temperature reduction itself is to force the base region Fermi
level toward the valence band edge, the relative importance of doping level on
open-circuit voltage decreases. Lower base resistivity material is more
susceptible 0 radiation damage which at 300'K results in compromise being
made betwee:i the higher initial output and the more rapid radiation environment
induced degradation as base resistivity is decreased. It is probable that 138 °K
optimized operation in a radiation environment will be accomplished by use of
high base resistivity cell, possibly as high as 100 C -cm, if adequate edge pass-
ivation can be provided.
Selection between low dislocation float zone and crucible grown
silicon should probably be given consideration based upon relative low tempera-
ture irradiation data which is not presently available.
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(ii) Junction Characteristics
As cell current levels under 1/26 solar constant illumination are
very small, a higher cell series resistance can be tolerated without appreciable
loss of Jupiter encounter performance. This would suggest that very shallow
junction depths (0.1 micron or less) could be advantageously employed because
of the enhanced blue response which their use would offer. In actual fact, opti-
mized junction depth must be deeper because of practical considerations involved
in the elimination of operational deficiency problems.
Assured high .;ell ;?erformance requires that a uniform junction
be produced. Extremely shallow junctions with sufficiently good uniformity are
not produced by diffusion techniques and while cells with junctions less than
0.1 micron deep have been fabricated by ion implantation, the junction uniformity
required specifically for the Jupiter mission cell is not achieved without addi-
tional procescing cost. The minor efficiency advantage which can be achieved
does not justi!y the additional cost involved. For this reason, junction depth in
the range 0.1 15 - 0.25 micron, whicli can be accomplished with conventional pro-
cedures, represents an optimum compromise between performance and economic
considerations.
Low values of RJD (the junction defect shunt resistance) are often
associated with penetration of the fr ant contact metallization through the junction
in localized areas, producing a met ,cMc short across the junction. The resis-
tance of this short can be very high t
.
because of the spreading resistance in the
semiconductor-base) if the cross-sectional area of the shorting path is small,
and such high-resistance shorts could be produced, for example, by filimentary
growth of metallic "whiskers" into tI...e silicon during contact sintering, following
dislocations or other line defects. Cells with extremely shallow junctions are
more likely to have low values of RJ :O, and also cells with aluminum front
contacts are more likely to have low values of RJD than cells with titanium-
silver front contacts.
(iii) Contacts
Several requirements upon the contacts have already been dis-
cussed in detail. The back contact must include a heavily doped layer in the
silicon at the interface to prevent low temperature Schottky barrier rectification
effects. The front contact metallization must not penetrate to the junction. As
sintered aluminum front contact metallization on a shallow 0.15 - 0.25 micron
junction cell is capable of producing a sufficiently low junction shunt resistance
to degrade 5 mW/cm2 illuminated performance, titanium-silver contacts are a
best choice. The heavily doped silicon interface with the back contact of the
N/P cell is most effectively accomplisled through 600 - 650 °C alloying of evap-
orated aluminum into the back surface prior to deposition of the titanium-silver
metallization.
3"
Because series resistance requirement can be relaxed, a mini-
mized contact configuration can be utilized. The contact bar and fingers of the
conventional cell cover 5% or more of the cell surface area. The typical IPC
cell utilizes 14 tapered fingers which occupy 3.5% of the cell face and a contact
bar which covers 5%. Substantial reduction can be made on the Jupiter mission
cell such that not more thar 2.5% of surface area will be metallized. Although
IPC has not yet selected an optimized configuration, that sketched in Figure 15
would be adequate.
(iv) Co verslip
Selection of optimum coverslip thickness has not yet been given
consideration as any conclusion to be reached would be based upon speculative
information regarding the radiation environment of Jupiter. Vulnerability of
the solar cell will ultimately be decided by the proton energy spectrum of the
Jupiter radiation belts and coverslip thickness optimization is best reserved
until experimental definition of the spectrum has been obtained. At present,
it is suggested that cells for power production on an initial Jupiter flight should
carry a minimum of 12 mils of SiO2 coverslip protection.
The important aspect of coverslip protection which can be
selected at this time concerns type rather than thickness. The edge surface
conduction problem is of serious consequence to low temperature/intensity cell
operatioi: and must be minim:.zed through careful preparation and control of the
edge chars^.teristics. Use of an integral coverslip which covers the cell edges
as well as active surface should passivate and stabilize cell performance. The
IPC high vacuum ion beam sputtering integral coverslip deposition process pro-
vides the edge coverage required. Characteristics of other integral deposition
processes are unknown at this time to IPC and should be examined carefully if
consideratior is to be given to their use for a Jupiter mission.
High vacuum ion beam sputtered integral coverslips of highly
radiation resistant borosilicate glass can be deposited in any necessary thick-
ness. There coverslips at thicknesses to beyond 10 mils have demonstrated
excellent resistance to thermal environments and extreme thermal shock and
should be exc,^ptionally suitable for Jupiter mission utilization. Although thick
integral coatings are not knowr. to be deposited by other integral cove.rslipping
processes, any process which .provides acceptable edge protection can if neces-
sary be combined wit ►: an additional glued coverslide to provide adequate radia-
tion protection.
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SECTION 4
LOW TEMPERATURE PERFORMANCE ASSURANCE TESTING
The primary objective of the effort of this program to date has been
to identify and correct those deficiencies of conventional cell design which result
in inconsistent cell performance at reduced temperature and low illumination
intensity. Identification has been completed and total correction is now being
optimized. It is required of the final design selection that normal performance
as measured in usual post-fabrication 28C, 140 mW/cm 2
 AMO illumination
testing will insure high performance at -135 °C under 5 mW/Cm 2
 illumination.
A Jupiter condition output test will not be necessary if all performance deficien-
cies are totally eliminated.
As to accept assurances of high Jupiter condition efficiency without
actual confirming data on at least a sampling ba:,is would require extraordinary
faith on the part of a spacecraft designer or fabricator, some testing is certainly
to be expected. As to make illuminated measurements under the conditions of
interest is tedious and time consuming, a simplified test is required. Fortu-
nately, a very simple test can be performed which will assure high Jupiter en-
counter performance of any cell which exhibits acceptable room temperature,
140 mW/cm 2 illuminated output.
The assurance test consist: of observing the dark forward I-V char-
=	 acteristic of the cell at 77 °K. Simple mechanical-electrical connections are
clipped to the solar cell and the sell is directly submerged in liquid nitrogen.
The forward I-V characteristic can be displayed on a curve tracer oscilloscope.
A linear display covering 0-10 mA and 0-1.2 volt is adequate. Two observa-
tions will insure good performance at -135 °C under 5 mW/cm 2
 AMO illumina-
tion:
(i) Ohmic Contact
A cell without contact rectification deficiency will exhibit rapid
almost vertical increase in forward current at approximately 1.0 +
 volt forward
bias because of turn-on of the PN junction. A cell with barrier back contact
will have forward characteristic which exhibits gradually increasing forward
current as voltage increases to well beyond volt.
(ii) Acceptable Forward Shunt C urrent
The forward current at a specific forward voltage just below junc-
tion turn-on is observed and compared against an acceptability criterion. The
actual values specified for the test will depend to a degree upon the tolerance
allowed on cell performance but typically forward current should not exceed
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0.5 mA at 0.8 volt. Cells which do exceed this level will have poor fill factors
probably in the form of the double slope problem.
In Figure 16 are shown representative liquid nitrogen dip dark forward
I-V traces for three representative cells. The first cell acceptably passes both
of the above --hecks and is typical of those which have high efficiency under Jupiter
encounter conditions. The second cell does not show rapid current rise at 1* volt
and has a non-ohmic back contact. The third cell exceeds the forward current
requirement at 0.8 volt and is found to show the double slope deficiency under
-135 'C, 5 mW/cm 2
 operation.
c. Cell with Ex-
cessive Con-
duction at
0.8 volt
1
I mA /div	 a. Typical Good Cell
0 1 V/div — b
b. Cell with Non-
Ohmic Rear
Contact
Figure 16. Representative Dark Linear I-V Characteristics at 77 °K,
1-6001
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